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About the Guest Speaker:
Mr. Yogesh Murumkar is a Computer Engineer and has completed his
Graduation and Post-Graduation from Pune University. He has worked for
Capgemini India Pvt Ltd for 4 years and worked for clients like Barclays and SPankki bank. He is a Data Science and Big Data Analytics enthusiast with more
than 10 years of experience including IT experience and teaching/training
experience and is a Corporate Trainer for Machine Learning, Blockchain, Data
Science and Big Data Analytics Trainer. He has successfully trained more than 300
participants for Global Certification in Data Science and Big Data Analytics by
DELL EMC. He is also a Microsoft Certified Python Developer.
Agenda of Webinar:
 Data v/s Information
 Types of data
 Creating a word cloud using python libraries

 Using pyttsx3 python library to convert text to speech
 Creating a Jarvis voice assistant using the pyttsx3 and Speech recognition
library in python
 A mini project on review scrapping (getting-real time data) from an ecommerce website Flipkart using python in the PyCharm IDE
 A demonstration and discussion for the deployment of any application on
cloud for the users to use
 PyCharm installation guide
About the session:
Mr. Murumkar began the session by highlighting the difference between
Data and Information , also elaborating on the types on data i.e. Structured, Semi
Structured, Quassi-Structured, unstructured data.
Further he switched to practical hands-on demonstration of ‘Plotting a word
cloud using python libraries’. He introduced the word cloud library which is a data
visualization technique used for representing text data in which the size of each
word indicates its frequency or importance. Next was the code snippet for
converting text to speech using pyttsx3 library. The pyttsx3 module supports two
voices first is female and the second is male which is provided by “sapi5” for
windows.
With the introduction of word cloud and pyttsx3 libraries, he then
demonstrated the Voice Assistant – Jarvis. Jarvis responded to various voice
commands like opening search tabs on browser, playing music, sending mails, etc.
Jarvis can we programmed to perform desired actions as per the user.
The session also included the demonstration of a mini project- Review
Scrapping (getting-real time data) from Flipkart-an e-commerce website using
PyCharm IDE. For the desired search entry into the search bar, the code scrapped
out the corresponding reviews (Customer name, ratings of product, review) from
the e-commerce site. It used jinja2 templating and the backend support was
MongoDB. Students could do hands on simultaneously as the code was already
deployed on cloud. As the topic included Cloud deployment, Mr.Murumkar
explained the deployment process of any application onto cloud.
The webinar concluded with a Question-answer session, wherein several
students enthusiastically put forth their queries and these were resolved by
Mr.Murumkar to the students’ satisfaction.

The webinar was quite exploratory and informative as text-to-speech
conversion and data scrapping are quite extensively used in most of the projects
undertaken by students. It was no surprise, that the students expected the webinar
to last longer. This webinar was a beginner’s guide towards Big Data Analytics in
Real time cases. Through this webinar many students got inputs of getting started
with voice assistant driven IOT projects, data mining and analytics projects.
Practical knowledge, helpful nature and great encouragement by Mr.Murumkarwas
well received by all students. All students unanimously conveyed their interest in
attending more such sessions in future.
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